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Abstract

Telecommunication networks, such as the Internet, are essential to our daily lives; any

malfunctions in them are likely to have disastrous consequences. In this paper, we devise

methods to construct robust and efficient networks from a large number of nodes. The initial

backbone of an efficient network can be represented as a tree network. However, a failure

in any connection is fatal as it splits the network into disjoint components. Therefore, we

add connections such that the network becomes bridgeless, that is for any edge removed the

network is still connected. This is simple if we add a large number of connections, but in the

real world we would like to minimize some ‘cost’, for example money spent.

In this paper we explore three main scenarios. In the first case, we add the minimum

number of connections required to transform a tree network into a bridgeless network. Fur-

thermore, we devise a strong algorithm that can generate all combinations of connections that

satisfy this. More useful for real world situations is defining the notion of distance between

nodes. We then formulate an algorithm that adds connections that minimize the overall dis-

tance spanned. Finally we discover an algorithm that maximizes the distance spanned while

keeping the number of connections to the minimum. This ensures that if a connection breaks,

there are likely to be many paths remaining between nodes. Most of these algorithms run in

linear/near-linear time.
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1 Introduction

Telecommunication networks, for example the Internet, telephone networks and local com-

puter networks, play an integral part in our lives. Malfunctions in any of these networks can

have major consequences. Hence, devising a method for constructing robust (yet at the same

time efficient) networks is essential.

For this project, we consider a tree network (a connected network that contains no cycles).

Such networks are much more efficient than a cycle, for instance, because pairs of vertices are

often closer to each other. However, these networks are most vulnerable to any single link

failure, which will split the network into disjoint components. We want to add new links to

the network such that no single link failure divides the network. Of course, it is possible to

add many links and solve the problem, but this is frequently impractical. As such, we wish to

add the new connections under some constraint, for example to minimize some total ‘cost’.

1.1 Mathematical Statement of Problem

To study this problem, we represent the network by a graph, where vertices V represent nodes

of the network, and edges E represent links. (Refer to [3] for graph theory definitions.)

Then our problem translates into the 2-edge-connectivity augmentation problem on trees:

Given a tree T = (V,E), and a cost function f from V × V to the positive reals, find a set of

edges E ′ of lowest total cost, such that adding E ′ to T gives a 2-edge-connected graph∗.

If we add an edge v1v2 to T , then all edges on the (unique) v1-v2 path change from being

a bridge† to a non-bridge. Conversely, if some edge e ∈ T is changed into a non-bridge then

some v1v2 has been added such that e lies on the v1-v2 path. Hence we may view the 2-edge-

connectivity augmentation problem as a path edge-covering problem, where we find a set of

paths P in T such that every edge e ∈ E is covered at least once in P . We speak of a k-path

edge-covering if |P | = k.

The unweighted k-edge-connectivity problem (where f is identically 1) has been studied

extensively, both for k = 2 and for general k [1, 2, 4, 5]. However, the weighted problem

(for arbitrary f) has been shown to be NP-complete, even for the case k = 2 [1]. Using our

path edge-covering reformulation, we study the problem between these two extremes, namely

when f(v1, v2) is defined in terms of the v1-v2 path in T .

2 Minimal Number of Edges

Firstly, we look at the unweighted path edge-covering problem. In other words, given a tree

T we are finding the minimal k for which T has a k-path edge-covering P .

Consider any leaf node li ∈ V , i.e. deg(li) = 1. It will be adjacent to exactly one leaf edge

livj ∈ E, which must belong to some path in P . Moreover, each path p ∈ P can contain at

∗A graph in which at least two edges need to be removed before it becomes disconnected.
†An edge whose removal makes the graph disconnected.
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most 2 leaf nodes (and hence at most 2 leaf edges) in T at its endpoints, because every other

vertex of p has degree at least 2. So |P | ≥
⌈
L
2

⌉
, where L is the number of leaf nodes of T .

Call a path edge-covering perfect if |P | =
⌈
L
2

⌉
. Let a lone edge be the tree on two vertices.

Algorithm 1 To produce a perfect path edge-covering P

Require: A tree T with ≥ 3 vertices

Replace all vertices of degree 2 with an edge joining its neighbours

Root T at any non-leaf vertex R0

P ← ∅, C ← T

for all vi adjacent to R0 do {We call this operation splitting at R0.}
Add root Ri to C
Replace edge R0vi with Rivi

end for

while |C| ≥ 2 do

Remove isolated vertices from C
Choose leaves l1, l2 on two trees in C rooted at V1, V2 respectively

Delete edges in the l1-V1 and l2-V2 paths {This breaks up the two trees into smaller trees.}
Root the new trees at the vertices on the two paths

Split at the roots of these trees

Add the l1-l2 path in T to P

if C = ∅ then
return P

else if C only contains lone edge Vf lf then

Choose an arbitrary leaf l 6= lf in T

Add the l-lf path to P

return P

end if

end while

Note that Algorithm 1 can terminate without output, when C contains a single non-lone

edge tree. Call such a C invalid, and any other C valid.

It is clear that in Algorithm 1, the deleted edges are exactly the edges covered by the

paths in P . Also, the pairing operation always reduces the total number of non-root leaves in

C by exactly 2. Hence if Algorithm 1 terminates with output then P is a path edge-covering

with

|P | =

{
L
2

if L is even
L
2

+ 1 if L is odd
=

⌈
L

2

⌉
, as desired.

Theorem 1. There exists a perfect path edge-covering of any tree T .

Proof. If T is a lone edge then the theorem is clear. If not, we are left to show that we may

select pairs of vertices in Algorithm 1 to ensure that it returns an output, i.e. C is always

valid.
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Initially, C is clearly valid. If C is valid at the start of an iteration of the loop, pick the

deepest vertex vd in C (i.e. furthest from its root), and pair it with any other vertex. If vd is

from a lone leaf then C contains only lone edges (or is empty). If not then at least one lone

edge is created from the pairing, rooted at the vertex adjacent to vd. In either case, C is valid

at the end of the loop, and by induction we are done.

We also note that no look-ahead is required in Algorithm 1: Every valid state can be

converted to a valid state in the main loop by the above proof. This makes Algorithm 1 a

powerful algorithm, due to the following theorem:

Theorem 2. Every perfect path edge-covering of T is an output of Algorithm 1 with input T .

Proof. Suppose that P is a perfect path edge-covering of T . At each iteration of the main

loop, let R be the root of an arbitrary tree in C, and let Rv be an edge in C. Then there

must exist a path p ∈ P containing Rv; since the edges of p have not been deleted from C,
we may now perform the pairing operation on the endpoints of p to transform C to another

valid state. We may continue similarly until Algorithm 1 terminates with output P , since C
is always valid.

We note that the best bound covered in this section |P | ≥
⌈
L
2

⌉
is known even for general k-

edge-connectivity augmentation [2, 5], but our construction with Algorithm 1 is much simpler.

3 Minimal Weight

All perfect path edge-coverings are of the same size, but not all are equal in practice. Some

pairs of nodes in the network may ‘cost’ less to connect than other pairs, for example because

they are physically closer. Here, the cost of connecting two leaves is roughly proportional to

the total distance of the unique path in T connecting the two leaves.

Similarly, in many scenarios we may assign weights we to every edge e ∈ T , such that the

cost function f(v1, v2) is proportional to the total weight of the edges in the v1-v2 path (the

weight of the path). Hence we wish to find the perfect path edge-covering that minimizes the

sum of weights of the paths in P (the weight of P ).

Suppose that L, the number of leaves in T , is even. Define the parity of an edge e to be

the parity of the number of leaves in either connected component of T − e.

In any perfect path edge-covering P of T , the paths in P that do not contain e must pair

up two leaves from one of the components of T − e. The leaves which are not paired up in

this way must be connected to each other by a path through e. Thus the number of paths in

P containing e has the same parity as e.

Every edge e of T is clearly covered at least once by paths from P . Moreover, all even

edges must be covered at least twice. Hence the lower bound on the weight of P is∑
e∈E
e odd

we + 2
∑
e∈E
e even

we
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We now show that this bound is attainable, i.e. there exists a perfect path edge-covering

P which covers each odd edge in T exactly once and each even edge exactly twice. We proceed

in two steps: First we prove that such a P exists for odd trees, trees with an even number of

leaves which have all edges odd.

Lemma 1. For any non-leaf v in T , the sum of parities of the edges incident on v is even.

Proof. Note that each edge uiv incident on v determines a set of leaves Si on the connected

component T−uiv containing ui. The parity of |Si| is by definition the parity of the edge uiv.

Now note that L, which is the sum of |Si|, is even.

Algorithm 2 To produce a minimal weight perfect path edge-covering P of an odd tree

Require: An odd tree TO with an even number of leaves

T ← TO

while There exists vertex v in T such that deg(v) ≥ 3 do

Choose v1, v2 adjacent to v

Create duplicate vertex v′

Replace edges vv1, vv2 with v′v1, v
′v2 {This creates a new connected component including v′.}

end while

P ← the connected components of T
Revert all v′ back to v in P

return P

Theorem 3. For any odd tree TO, Algorithm 2 with input TO outputs a perfect path edge-

covering of TO which covers each edge exactly once.

Proof. When Algorithm 2 terminates, each vertex in T is of degree either 1 or 2. Thus all

connected components of T are paths, since there are no cycles in TO.

Also, for any non-leaf vertex v ∈ TO, the sum of parities of the edges incident on v is the

parity of deg(v), as every edge is odd. Hence no new leaves are produced in Algorithm 2,

since all non-leaf vertices of TO are of even degree by Lemma 1, and remain as non-leaves in

T .

Hence the endpoints of every path in P is a leaf of TO and vice versa. Also, each edge of

TO is covered exactly once in P , so that P satisfies the conditions stated.

Now we can construct the required perfect path edge-covering for arbitrary trees T , by

decomposing it into odd trees. Let an even path in T be a path with only even edges, and a

maximal even path be one which is not properly contained in another even path.

Theorem 4. For any tree T with an even number of leaves, Algorithm 3 with input T outputs

a perfect path edge-covering of T which covers each odd edge exactly once, and each even edge

exactly twice.
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Algorithm 3 To produce a minimal weight perfect path edge-covering P

Require: A tree T with an even number of leaves

T ← T , P ← ∅
while There is an even edge in T do

Pick a maximal even path v1v2 . . . vm in T
Create duplicate path v′1v

′
2 . . . v

′
m

Pick v1u1, vmum not in the path

Replace these two edges with v′1u1, v
′
mum

end while

for all connected components C of T do

Add the output of Algorithm 2 with input C to P

end for

Revert all v′i to vi in P

return P

Proof. At the start of an iteration of the main loop of Algorithm 3, let the path v1v2 . . . vm be

contained in the connected component C0. We assume that C0 has an even number of leaves;

this is certainly true at the first iteration of the loop, since C0 = T .

If one of the two edges v1u1, vmum is even, then appending this edge to the maximal even

path v1v2 . . . vm gives another even path, contradiction. Hence both v1u1, vmum are odd.

At the end of the main loop, a new connected component C ′0 is produced, containing the

path v′1v
′
2 . . . v

′
m. Since an odd number of leaves were moved from both ends of v1v2 . . . vm to

v′1v
′
2 . . . v

′
m, every edge in these two paths are odd, and the total number of leaves in C0 and

C ′0 are both even.

Hence by induction each connected component C of T has an even number of leaves upon

leaving the loop, when every even edge becomes odd and we may indeed use Algorithm 2.

Now Algorithm 3 clearly does not produce new leaves. Also, each even edge is duplicated

once in the algorithm, and no odd edge is duplicated. Hence P is a perfect path edge-covering

of T satisfying the conditions.

Note that this section only considered trees with L even; if L is odd then T has a vertex

which is the endpoint of two paths in P , and furthermore we may no longer define uniquely

a parity for each edge.

4 Maximal Weight

Another factor to consider in perfect path edge-coverings is redundancy; we might want each

edge to be contained in many paths, so that when a single link breaks down each edge is

still connected to every other by many paths. For this purpose, we look at maximizing the

weight of a perfect path edge-covering. To do that, we first consider a simplified version of

the problem.

5
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4.1 Maximizing Root Coverage

Given a tree T , we want to find a perfect path edge-covering P with the maximal number

of paths through the non-leaf root R. This can be seen as producing a network with a large

number of connections to the root, which is useful if the network has a main node.

Let T0, T1, . . . , Tm be the branches attached to R, with T0 having the most leaves. Let

L0, L1, . . . , Lm denote the number of leaves on T0, T1, . . . , Tm respectively, and let Lr = L1 +

· · ·+ Lm. We call T balanced if L0 ≤ Lr, and unbalanced otherwise.

Notice that for any perfect path edge-covering P , at most
⌈
L
2

⌉
paths in P pass through R

(because P contains
⌈
L
2

⌉
paths). Also, any path p ∈ P passing through R must connect two

leaves on different branches from R, so at least one of the two endpoints of p lie in Tr. Hence

an upper bound on the number of paths through R is⌈
L
2

⌉
if T is balanced;

Lr if T is unbalanced and L is even;

Lr + 1 if T is unbalanced and L is odd.

Theorem 5. For all trees T rooted at R, there exists a perfect path edge-covering P with the

number of paths passing through R equal to the above expression.

Proof. We will be using Algorithm 1 in this proof. Firstly, choose R0 = R.

Now within the main loop, consider all leaves in Ti for some i, and pick the deepest one.

If we pair this leaf to a leaf not in Ti, we will produce at least one new lone edge in Ti, unless

Ti only contains lone edges. By a similar argument to that in the proof of Theorem 1, we can

show that if we always pair the deepest leaves from two different Ti, Algorithm 1 terminates.

Hence it is sufficient to use the numbers Li to represent C: When we pair the deepest

vertices in Ti and Tj, we decrease Li, Lj by 1 each.

Case 1: T is balanced. We may decrease pairs of numbers in L1, . . . , Lm by 1, until

L0 ∈ {Lr, Lr + 1}. Then we repeatedly decrease L0, Li by 1, i ≥ 1, until Lr = 0 and

L0 ∈ {0, 1}. If L0 = 1 then pair the last leaf in T0 with any leaf not in T0. Now we have a

perfect path edge-covering with each path passing through R.

Case 2: T is unbalanced. We repeatedly decrease L0, Li by 1, i ≥ 1, until Lr = 0 and

L0 ≥ 1. Then we repeatedly pair up the two deepest vertices in T0 until L0 ∈ {0, 1}. If

L0 = 1 then pair the last leaf in T0 with any leaf not in T0. Now we have a perfect path

edge-covering with Lr paths passing through R if L (and hence L0) is even, and Lr + 1 paths

through R if L is odd.

4.2 Maximizing Coverage

While the algorithm described in the proof of Theorem 5 had real-world applications, we

came up with it for the main problem of this section: maximizing the weight of a perfect path

edge-covering.

6
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Denote the weight of the v1-v2 path by w(v1, v2). Clearly w(v1, v2) ≤ w(v1, R) +w(R, v2),

with equality if and only if R lies on the v1-v2 path. So the weight of P is bounded above by

∑
l∈T
l leaf

w(l, R) if L is even;

∑
l∈T
l leaf

w(l, R) + max
l∈T
l leaf

w(l, R) if L is odd.

The above bound is achieved when all paths in P pass through R. By the results from

the previous section, this can be achieved if the choice of R makes T balanced.

Algorithm 4 To find a root R for a tree T such that T is balanced

Require: A tree T with ≥ 3 vertices

R← any non-leaf vertex of T

while T is unbalanced do

R← the vertex in T0 adjacent to R

end while

return R

Theorem 6. For any tree T , Algorithm 4 with input T outputs a root R such that T is

balanced when rooted at R.

Proof. Assume without loss of generality that T has no vertex of degree 2.

When R shifts one step into T0, the branches T1, . . . , Tm merge into one, with less than half

the total number of leaves. If this branch is now largest then T is now balanced, and we are

done. Else, T0 splits into at least two branches, one of which is the largest. Thus the largest

branch decreases in size with each iteration of the main loop, so Algorithm 4 terminates.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have investigated the 2-edge-connectivity augmentation problem on trees

by transforming it into the problem of finding a path edge-covering P . We have investigated

the unweighted problem, and the weighted problem for minimizing the weight of P (for trees

with an even number of leaves) and maximizing the weight of P (for all trees).

Further work in this area include solving the minimum weight problem for trees with an

odd number of leaves, where our approach seems to fail. We can also investigate maximizing

coverage to sets of ‘central’ vertices instead of a single root, or minimizing eccentricity of

the tree. More generally, more work could be done on other cost functions, or the analogous

problems on non-tree graphs.
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